This text is the opening paragraph of The Declaration of Independence of the United States of America. Working as a group, fill in the missing words. It is not an exercise in matching the words exactly written by Thomas Jefferson. Be creative. Use the parts of speech as a clue.

When in the _________ of human ________, it becomes

Noun Noun

__________________________ for one people to ________ the

Adjective Verb

political bands which ______________________ them with another,

Verb Present Perfect

and to assume among the __________ of the earth, the

Noun

separate and equal station to which the which the Laws of __________ and of Nature’s __________ entitle them, a

Noun Noun

decent respect for the opinions of __________ requires that they

Noun

should ________ the causes which impel to the ____________.

Verb Noun

We hold these ________ to be self-evident, that all ______

Noun Noun

are created __________, that they are ________________ by their

Adjective Verb
Creator with ___________ rights, that among these are

Adjective

_______, Liberty and the _________ of ____________. That

Noun
Noun
Noun

to ___________ these rights, ___________ are instituted

Verb
Noun

among Men, deriving their ____________ powers from the

Adjective

_________of the _________ to alter or to abolish it, and to

Noun
Noun

insistute new ______________, laying its foundation on such

Noun

principles and organizazig its _____________ in such form, as

Noun

to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and

Noun